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HMAI ar(General Instructions)-

Examinees are required to answer in their own words as far as practicable.

R HAT 19 I
The total number of questions is 19.

Question number 1 to Question number 7 are very short answer type

questions. Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.

Question number 8 to Question number 14 are short answer type questions.

Answer any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries

3 marksS.

Question number 15 to Question number 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question

carries 5 marks.
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Section-A Very short answer type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

Who wrote the book named The General Theory of Employment, Interest and

Money?

What does planned accumulation in inventory mean?

Write any one difference between Central Bank and Commercial Bank.

4. yRATT NTGTI

Define Tax.

5. 37Ht4AT aFT[3A 3ATT FT HA E?

What do you understand by consumer goods?

6. r urs A URUT H a?
Who introduced the concept of Investment Multiplier?

7. HaYT F E??

What is devaluation?

Section-B Short answer type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

Describe the role of government in the economy of a country.

Who are the economic agents in macroeconomics? How do they differ from individual

economic agents?

llustrate with an example that capital goods increase the efficiency of workers.
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Mention three assets other than Money that perform the function of store of value.

What is the difficulty in doing store of value work by these assets?

12. v &Rr T 34itaT 5ca C = 100 0.8 Y 5H 34atT 7 aaTEAT AGTI

C 100+ 0.8 Y is the consumption function of a country. Explain this consumption

function.

Public goods are supplied only by the government. Why?

Describe invisible items of balance of trade.

Section-C Long answer type questions

Answer any three from the following questions.

Explain two sector model of circular flow of national income.

Whether the following items are included in calculation of national income? Give

reason.

(a) Old age pension (b) Value of free house given to a government employee

Explain any two functions of Central Bank.

Explain the difference between demand deposit and time deposit. Why is demand

deposit called form of money?

19.fAaaRaT I faNTeTaHTET TEAT ATI
Explain the 'Paradox of Thrift'
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